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An update on our 
redevelopment proposals

Following the submission of a planning 
application in December 2016 we have 
been working closely with Camden Council 
to refine our designs further in relation to 
feedback from the planning officials and in 
light of the extensive public consultation 
process. This newsletter is to update parents 
on the modifications that have been made to 
the designs. 

The revised design has now been submitted 
and a further statutory consultation of our 
revised proposals will take place imminently.  

In summary, these changes are as follows:

1.   Reduced height of the Wathen Hall  
     roof by over 1.1 metres to lessen visual  
     significance of roof extension.

2.  Moving the ground floor of the Wathen  
     Hall from the east boundary (with  
     Hereward House) back by almost 1 metre,  
     resulting in less disruptive basement  
     works.

3.  Bringing back the first floor of the Wathen  
     Hall by 2.1 metres to reduce massing

4.  Moving the rear wall adjacent to No. 24  
     Crossfield Road by almost 4 metres in line  
     with the rear of the property.

5.  Stepping back the first and second floors  
     of the south elevation by 3.5m to reduce  
     overbearing on neighbours.

6.  Redesign of the Wathen Hall with a curved  
     edge facing south and changed to a  
     green roof to soften and improve  
     neighbours’ outlook.

It is anticipated that the revised submission 
will go before the Camden Planning 
Committee in September or October 2017. 
The new design does not compromise 
the school’s overall aim of finding ‘room to 
breathe’ for our pupils and teachers; our 
key ambitions to improve the space and 
modernise teaching facilities remain at the 
heart of the project.

Aerial view of Hall School with the boundary highlighted in red

Illustration showing changes to design proposals
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Our design changes developed throughout the planning process are in response to feedback from the planning officers. The images below show the changes that have been made:

Design evolution and revised proposals 

Initial 2016 planning applicationExisting buildings Our revised proposals

Initial proposed rear (east) elevation

Initial proposed front (west) elevation

Proposed rear (east) elevationExisting rear (east) elevation

Initial proposed north elevation Proposed north elevationExisting north elevation

Initial proposed south elevation Proposed south elevationExisting south elevation

Proposed front (west) elevationExisting front (west) elevation
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THE PLANS AND DETAILS ABOUT THE PROJECT 
ARE AVAILABLE TO VIEW ON OUR WEBSITE.

If you would like to know more about the fundraising campaign, 

please contact Sophie Whitworth, Director of Development: 

development@hallschool.co.uk

The Hall School
23 Crossfield Road, London, NW3 4NU

Registered Charity Number: 312722
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